
T
he DOJ Fraud Section has issued several 
important communications known collectively as 
the Compliance Initiative. The initiative began in 
November 2015 when the DOJ announced it had 

retained its own compliance counsel.1 Weeks later, Assistant 
Attorney General (AAG) Leslie Caldwell outlined the 
metrics the Compliance Counsel would employ to evaluate 
compliance programs.2 In February 2017, the DOJ published 
an expanded version of these metrics in the Evaluation of 
Corporate Compliance Programs.3

These publications are critical for compliance 
professionals to review, and internal auditors will find 
them useful as they undertake audits because they 
outline the DOJ’s expectations for effective corporate 
compliance programs.

The quality and effectiveness of a compliance program 
are factors considered by DOJ prosecutors when 
determining if charges will be brought against an 
organization it investigates. Access to the types of 
questions the DOJ will use to conduct an evaluation 
is invaluable to compliance and internal audit 
professionals.

DOJ compliance counsel
The decision was made to create a compliance counsel 
role when the DOJ recognized the expertise required to 
evaluate compliance programs, as well as the evolution 
that compliance programs have undergone in the last 
two decades. Many organizations have built strong 
compliance programs tailored to meet the unique risks 
of their organizations. Others, however, have failed to put 
compliance into practice.

1 www.justice.gov/criminal-fraud/file/790236/download

2 www.justice.gov/opa/speech/assistant-attorney-general-leslie-r-caldwell-
speaks-sifma-compliance-and-legal-society

3 www.justice.gov/criminal-fraud/page/file/937501/download
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The Department of Justice (DOJ) intends 
to evaluate the strength of healthcare 
compliance programs to ensure they are more 
than paper representations of a compliance 
culture. They have delineated the metrics 
they intend to follow in evaluations of 
compliance programs, which provides insight 
into what they expect to see when healthcare 
compliance programs are selected for 
evaluation. Compliance professionals will be 
well served to be conversant with the metrics 
that are about to rolled out by the DOJ.
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The DOJ wanted a dedicated resource capable of 
determining whether companies involved in enforcement 
actions have a culture of compliance rather than having 
merely a “paper program.” AAG Caldwell stated, “DOJ lawyers 
are prosecutors and not compliance professionals.”

As such, DOJ selected someone that has served in both 
roles. Hui Chen’s compliance résumé is well-rounded and 
extensive, beginning with her early career as a federal 
prosecutor and continuing with compliance and legal 
roles across banking, pharmaceutical and technology 
industries. Chen’s experience enhances the DOJ’s ability to 
qualitatively review the corporate compliance programs 
maintained by companies under scrutiny by the DOJ, and 
to tailor remedial compliance measures as part of legal 
resolutions with them.

Chen’s compliance roles were not always limited to the 
corporate compliance department. She has served as 
an in-house compliance officer and has expressed her 
understanding of the challenges compliance officers 
encounter when they live among their compliance 
decisions on a day-to-day basis. By selecting Chen, the 
DOJ sent a powerful message that they intend to invest 
time, energy and resources to determine the strength of a 
compliance program as they consider whether charges are 
appropriate.

You would be wise to bookmark the DOJ Compliance 
Initiative webpage4 and take note of Hui Chen’s thoughts 
on compliance. For example, in a February 2016 interview 
with Ethics & Compliance Initiative,5 Chen explains her 
desire to leverage this role to make a difference and 
positively impact corporate behavior. Additional insights 
provided during the interview permeate the metrics 
discussed below.

4 https://www.justice.gov/criminal-fraud/strategy-policy-and-training-unit/
compliance-initiative

5 https://connects.ethics.org/blogs/laura-jacobus/2016/02/01/doj-interview

Hui Chen resigned from her post as DOJ Compliance 
Counsel in June 2017, and no replacement has been 
selected as of print time. However, the selection of someone 
with Chen’s credentials suggests the DOJ will spend time 
selecting an equally strong candidate to replace her.  
Compliance officers should stay tuned for news related to 
Chen’s former position and who the DOJ selects to replace 
her. The credentials of the replacement will provide some 
information about how future cases will be prosecuted and 
settled.

Compliance program metrics
The issuance of the metrics by the DOJ provides a 
framework when conducting an assessment of your own 
compliance program. Compliance programs are never 
finished; in fact, effective programs leverage opportunities 
to improve for maximum impact. You should carefully review 
the metrics below and consider your compliance program 
relative to the metrics.

Metric – Does the institution’s compliance program receive 
strong, explicit and visible support from senior leaders?

Effective compliance programs thrive in organizations 
whose leadership and key stakeholders make decisions that 
reflect their commitment to a culture of compliance. Having 
such a culture means that:

 • Day-to-day operations are guided by sound policies and 
procedures.

 • The right people are included at the decision-making 
table, even those that may raise questions and hold up a 
process if certain criteria are not quite right.

A culture of compliance provides a strong foundation 
for the organization, where expectations are understood 
and deviation has consequences. Fostering such a 
culture is of paramount importance for any organization 
seeking to claim they have an effective compliance 
program.
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A culture of compliance 
provides a strong foundation 
for the organization, where 
expectations are understood 
and deviation has consequences.

Compliance officers should be visible in the organization, 
setting the example for a culture of compliance. On a 
continuous basis, they should observe and talk with the 
organization’s leaders and key stakeholders to determine if 
they are engaged in compliance.

For example, do these leaders:

 • Receive periodic and detailed reports regarding 
compliance risk areas?

 • Cascade pertinent information to their operational 
constituents?

 • Invite compliance to be part of important decisions and 
key operational update meetings?

 • Raise red flags about potential compliance issues?

 • Show that they are attentive to the compliance concerns 
raised by their compliance team and the organization’s 
employees?

The answers to these questions will help compliance 
professionals identify the senior leaders that serve as 
compliance champions and those in need of tailored 
compliance interactions. Over time, individual investments 
of effort to improve the compliance understanding and 
commitment of senior leaders will pay dividends in the 
strength of a company’s compliance culture.

Metric – Does the compliance team have stature within the 
company, with adequate funding and access to necessary 
resources?

The compliance department is the backbone of any 
compliance program. Compliance professionals should 
have appropriate industry qualifications and the 
ability to function independently and objectively. The 
compliance officer should be an effective and respected 
member of the organization’s senior management 
team, with access to all available avenues to share the 
compliance message.

Access to the types of questions 
the DOJ will use to conduct 
an evaluation is invaluable.

Compliance officers should be thought leaders and 
influencers, capable of conveying the need for ownership 
and commitment to compliance as a shared effort. 
Compliance officers may consider creating a compliance 
committee comprised of organization leaders. The purpose 
is to share periodic compliance updates about critical risk 
areas for the organization and to receive input and direction 
on compliance matters.

The DOJ’s publications and statements illustrate an 
understanding that compliance professionals have a 
challenging job—chief among those being attainment and 
retention of resources to properly address compliance risks. 
The DOJ does not expect a small company to have the same 
compliance resources as a Fortune-500 company.

Compliance programs 
are never finished.

Compliance and internal audit professionals can make 
a powerful case for adding compliance resources by 
painting a picture of the organization’s actual and potential 
compliance risk environment.

Create a comprehensive view of the organization’s 
current and emerging risks, including any new regulatory 
requirements, compliance review/audit findings and 
risk assessment results. Then compare the actual and 
potential compliance risks faced by the organization 
with existing compliance resources. This approach may 
highlight resource gaps so leaders and the board can help 
determine if appropriate compliance resources have been 
provided.

Metric – Are the organization’s compliance policies and 
procedures:

 • Clearly written and easily understood?

 • Translated into languages spoken by employees?

 • Effectively communicated to employees and easy for 
them to find?

 • Reviewed and updated as risks and circumstances 
evolve?
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By now, most organizations should have a Code of Conduct 
that describes the company’s commitment to compliance, 
outlines expectations for employees and provides practical 
advice about how to meet those expectations. The code 
can be elevated as an important document by giving it 
a look and feel that is consistent with the organization’s 
communication style. Consider including a letter from the 
CEO to introduce the code.

Be sure the Code of Conduct is easy to locate on the 
organization’s intranet. If the code is not easily located, it 
does not send the right message concerning the value of 
the compliance program.

The code should be supported by compliance policies that 
provide guidance on critical compliance concepts. Key 
stakeholders should be included in the development of 
the compliance policy to create a comprehensive guidance 
document. Policies should be reviewed regularly (per 
organization policy) and as necessitated by regulatory and/
or operational changes. Employees benefit when policies are 
reviewed for factors such as readability and applicability of 
content so the document is clear, concise and practical.

Communication about the code and compliance policies 
is critical to empowering employees with the information 
they need to make good decisions. At a minimum, these 
should be communicated during the orientation process 
and annually thereafter. Compliance education and training 
should always include how to access compliance policies 
and how to report a compliance concern. It should provide 
contact information for the compliance department and the 
anonymous compliance hotline.

Metric – Is compliance education and training provided 
frequently? Is practical direction included regarding what to do 
and who to consult when issues arise? Is education and training 
provided to third parties?

Compliance departments should employ a variety of 
education/training methodologies (live training, computer-
based, emails, etc.) to keep compliance at the forefront of 
employees’ minds. The methodology and content should be 
determined by what works best for the organization and the 
service line, and for education/training.

Here are general guidelines about common forms of 
compliance education/training.

New employee orientation – Provides employees their 
first exposure to the concept of compliance and the 
organization’s compliance program. It is important to make 
a positive and lasting impression. Including an introduction 
to the Code of Conduct is critical.

Distribute a copy of the code. It is important that new 
employees walk away with something tangible as a 
reminder of compliance program importance. Highlight 
your organization’s key concepts and discuss how 
employees can report a compliance concern. Provide 
examples wherever possible—stories stick with employees 
and may be helpful when questions arise.

Annual compliance education – Should be designed to 
reinforce what was learned in new employee orientation 
and to refresh employees’ understanding of core compliance 
concepts. Whether delivered live or electronically, this 
education is a critical compliance awareness activity.

Service line compliance education – May be the most 
important and most difficult education to consistently 
accomplish because it is dependent upon frontline 
managers to complete either directly or through 
engagement with compliance. Compliance policies 
should instruct managers to provide education about 
the compliance risks specific to their departments. It is 
critical that employees understand what is required of 
them and why. It is in this venue that employees gain the 
most understanding about how they contribute to the 
organization’s compliant culture.

Remedial compliance education – Remedial education is 
provided for cause and in response to something such as an 
inquiry, audit, investigation or incident. As the compliance 
function works to respond and resolve requests for 
assistance, it presents an opportunity to help the involved 
parties gain an understanding of the compliance risk.

In organizations with a strong culture of compliance, a chain 
reaction is triggered when leaders learn of compliance risks 
or gaps. As this information is shared with the service line 
manager, the compliance function is often engaged for an 
education component.

It is critical that employees 
understand what is required 
of them and why.

The DOJ has taken a firm stance on the need for organiza-
tions to ensure that third parties (vendors, agents and 
consultants) understand the importance the company 
places on compliance. This means the compliance function 
is part of the conversation as contracts are developed with 
third parties. It also means a willingness for the company 
to walk away from a business relationship if a third party 
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indicates that laws and policies are not consistently 
followed.

Metric – Are there mechanisms to enforce compliance policies 
to incentivize good compliance and discipline violations?

When noncompliant activity is suspected, appropriate steps 
should be taken to investigate the concerns, regardless 
of who may be involved. If wrongdoing is confirmed, 
organizations should have a disciplinary action process 
(outlined in compliance and human resources policies) that 
can be initiated swiftly.

Consistent application of disciplinary actions is vital, as 
is collaboration between the compliance and human 
resources departments to reach appropriate disciplinary 
decisions for policy violations. The compliance department 
should be a consultant to human resources, making 
recommendations concerning appropriate disciplinary 
actions after careful analysis of the facts and findings of 
each case. Referencing prior cases with similar facts will help 
provide the consistency that sends an essential message 
that compliance is fair.

To set the right tone about the company’s commitment to 
compliance, efforts should be consistent with disciplinary 
actions across the organization. The DOJ has expressed 
dissatisfaction when lower-level employees are terminated 
for misconduct, but senior-level employees who directed or 
ignored misconduct are not disciplined.

Acknowledging good compliance behavior is a great 
way to positively influence an organization’s compliance 

culture. Compliance professionals can use opportunities like 
leadership meetings or a Compliance and Ethics Week to 
celebrate successes. These may include good or improved 
results on compliance reviews, positive audit results and 
resolutions reached in response to reported compliance 
concerns.

Compliance program evaluation
In February 2017, the DOJ Fraud Section published a new 
communication entitled Evaluation of Corporate Compliance 
Programs, which augments and expands on the metrics 
discussed in this article. Their latest guidance outlines 11 
key compliance program evaluation topics and includes 
supporting questions within each topic.

Although not entirely new information, the guidance is 
a valuable pronouncement of how the DOJ will conduct 
a qualitative assessment of the efficacy of compliance 
programs. Compliance professionals and internal auditors 
should invest time to review the evaluation topics because 
they provide a powerful tool to identify areas for compliance 
program improvement and enhancement.

Conclusion
It is important to evaluate even the strongest and most 
mature compliance program to keep up with changing 
regulatory requirements and shifting organization priorities. 
While assessment is not an exact science, the Compliance 
Initiative tools provide valuable insights into how the 
DOJ will complete an evaluation. You should utilize these 
communications as tools to assess your program and 
communicate with leadership about the DOJ’s expectations 
for such programs. 

The greatness of a man is not in how much wealth he acquires, but in his integrity and his ability to affect those around 
him positively. ~Bob Marley
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